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ABSTRACT
Background: Medication reconciliation is the method in which patient’s medication 
orders were compared to all the medications that the patient has been taking. This 
Reconciliation process for circumvent the medication discrepancies such as omission, 
drug interaction, duplications, or any medication related errors. Medication reconciliation 
ensures standard treatment for patients and also avoid harm from medicines is reduced. 
It is the baseline from which drug treatment is continued on admission, therapeutic 
interventions are made, and self-caring will be continued on discharge. Objectives: The 
primary objective of this study was to assess the prevalence and types of medication 
discrepancies found during medication reconciliation. The secondary objective was to 
determine the impact of medication reconciliation and to examine the potential severity 
of medication discrepancies also to find out drug’s involvement in medication errors. 
Methodology: A prospective, observational study of medication reconciliation was done 
for 3 months in the inpatient department of the hospital. Results: A total 120 patients 
were included in this study, out of which 67(55.83%) were, male and 53(44.17%) 
were female. We found discrepancies in 45(37.50%) patients. Discrepancies were 
found at different transition points-At admission 34(57.36%) discrepancies identified, at 
transfer 4(6.78%) discrepancies identified, and at discharge 21(35.59%) discrepancies 
identified. Conclusion: Medication reconciliation process has a highly latent to recognize 
clinically important discrepancies for all patients. Medication reconciliation requires 
more focus in hospitals along with requirement for clinical pharmacy department for the 
medication safety.

Keywords: Medication reconciliation, Patient safety, Transitions of care, Medication 
discrepancies, Medication Error.

INTRODUCTION
Medications are difficult to handle in 
the hospital as they are stopped, hold or 
changed in case of  chronic condition and 
new medication can also be added to treat 
present condition. Especially transition care 
in the hospital are considered as the most 
difficult in managing patient medication 
which may elevate the risk of  error at 
that time. As admission medications are 
provided as per the information given 
by the patient to the healthcare provider, 
therefore most of  the discrepancies 
may occur due to miscommunication 

between healthcare professionals, patient 
and caregiver at transition points. Medication 
discrepancies were defined as any unintended 
differences between the preadmission 
medication and medication given at hospital.1 

Around 50% of  these errors mainly occur 
at admission and discharge,2 out of  which 
30% discrepancies may cause potential 
harm to the patients.3,4 According to patient’s 
condition medication prescribed to the 
patient at discharge are often different from 
preadmission medication which leads to 
discrepancies such as omission of  drug 
or other unintentional discrepancies such 
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as incorrect dose, incorrect frequency or therapeutic 
duplication.

To overcome this situation The Joint Commission-
National Patient Safety Goal, Institute of  Healthcare 
Improvement (IHI), World Health Organization (WHO) 
has suggested Medication Reconciliation process which 
helps in maintaining accurate list of  patient medication 
by finding any unintentional discrepancies if  present in 
the medication list.5,6 It is an interactive process of  patient 
and healthcare provider in order to ensure the accurate 
transfer of  information at interfaces of  care.5 This 
process helps in identifying unintended discrepancies 
such as drug omission, therapeutic duplication, wrong 
dose or wrong frequency.

Medication Reconciliation ensures that patients are 
provided the right medicines with appropriate dose 
according to their current clinical presentation. It is 
also provide basic information like which medication is 
continued before admission, at now patient take medicine 
regularly or not which drug treatment is continued at 
discharge time. Medication reconciliation promotes 
healthcare and patient’s communication.

Reconciliation of  medication lists at transition points 
is a decisive step in improving patient safety and 
preventing patient suffering. Medication reconciliation 
can be considered an significant process that is helpful 
in providing proper care to the patient by identifying 
unintended medication discrepancies at transitions 
of  care points.7 Acquiring an absolute Best Possible 
Medication History (BPMH)at hospital admission is a 
crucial step when a patient is admitted to the hospital. 
Because medication history upon hospital admission is 
usually wont to determine the medication regimen during 
hospitalization, any discrepancy during this history may 
end in a discrepancy during hospitalization. In addition, 
this further ensures the security of  medication use since 
a medicine reconciliation process prospectively identifies 
and prevents various sorts of  medication errors and drug 
interactions. Therefore, medication reconciliation on 
hospital admission or at patient transition points is an 
important element to prevent and minimize the adverse 
drug events.8

The Joint Commission has included reconciliation of  
medications across the continuum of  care as a 2007 
National Patient Safety Goal. The Joint Commission on 
Accreditation of  Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) 
patient safety goal implementation expectations states, 
‘‘the organization with the patient’s involvement creates 
a complete list of  the patient’s current medications at 
admission/entry’’.9

According to The Joint Commission – National 
Patient Safety Goal standard procedure for medication 
reconciliation includes-

- Obtaining the information of  medication which the 
patient is taking at home prior to admission. 

- Define the type of  medication information to be 
collected from patient during 24 hr.

- Compare the preadmission medication information 
of  the patient with medication ordered in the 
hospital to the patient to identify and resolve any 
discrepancies.

- Written information should be given to patients 
about medications that is to be continued after 
discharge.

- Explain the importance of  managing the medication 
information after discharge. 

This unintended discrepancy leads to development of  
other chronic condition, ADE, elevate hospital visits and 
may decrease treatment outcome. A prospective study of  
180 patients was performed which showed that total 12% 
of  unintentional discrepancies were found.10 According 
to one study, at least one error on admission were found 
in 64.5% of  the patients out of  which the 73.6% error 
found were omission of  drug followed by differences 
in dose and frequency and at least one discrepancy was 
found in 32.37% of  patient on discharge.11 Most of  the 
medication errors were found in patient admitted in 
general ward and ICU.12

 As described in Figure 1 the process include collecting 
patient’s medication history on admission through patient 
or relative interview and viewing patient documents after 
that reconciliation is to be done after transfer of  patient 
to another department and finally reconciliation on 
discharge in order to avoid unexpected differences and 
errors during transition. Primarily obtaining the patient’s 
medication list which the patient is currently taking, then 
defining the type of  medication along with its dose, route, 
frequency and dosage form. Secondarily, comparing the 
list with outpatient medication and providing the patient 
written information on discharge medication. In short, 
it includes collecting the information of  outpatient 
medications, compares them with admission medications, 
and communicate it with caregivers if  any errors arise.

These key steps must take place at each transfer of  care, 
from start of  admission, including any ward transfer, 
hospital transfer and on to discharge. It is a continuous 
cycle that involves good communication across the 
primary/secondary care interface.13
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Medication reconciliation on admission

The primary care health team should be able to provide 
an accurate medication list for patients admitted 
during normal working hours. Repeat and recent acute 
medications should be regularly updated with any changes 
documented on the prescribing system in the GP Practice. 
On admission the medicine’s reconciliation duty will be 
done by healthcare worker. Medicines reconciliation 
should be completed for every patient, regardless of  their 
mode of  admission.13

Medication reconciliation on transfer

Medicines reconciliation should again be undertaken 
when a patient is transferred between different care 
settings, e.g., from a critical care area to a general ward, 
or to another hospital. This will ensure that medicines are 
appropriately stopped, withheld, restarted or continued 
in order to the patients changing condition.

Medication reconciliation on discharge

Accurate and complete medicine’s reconciliation on 
discharge will ensure the transfer of  similar medication 
information between the care settings. The discharge 
prescription must contain an accurate list of  all the 
medicines the patient is to take at home including 
the dose, formulation, route, frequency/timings, and 
duration.13 Any changes to medicines, along with the 
reasons for the changes, must be documented on the 
discharge prescription by medical staff  and/or nurse 
practitioners or pharmacists, if  appropriate.

Pharmacist along with other healthcare provider can 
contribute to mitigate medication discrepancies during 
transition care in the hospital. Clinical Pharmacist can 

help in preventing unintentional medication error by 
taking proper history through reconciling medication 
of  each patient at transition care. A study done on 
medication reconciliation shows that clinical pharmacist 
contribution acts positively on admission.14 A review 
article showed a significant decrease in medication 
variation in patients who have been through medication 
reconciliation as compared to the patient who were 
treated with usual care.15

Although medication reconciliation is fruitful process, 
there are some drawbacks of  this process too. It 
demands a high labor time along with a high number of  
pharmacists, as it becomes difficult for a single pharmacist 
to reconcile each patient within 24 hr in a multi-specialty 
hospital. Also, it is quite difficult to collect medication 
history from the patient as it depends on the patient to 
provide accurate information.

However, medication reconciliation is considered to be 
standard through which medication discrepancies can 
be reduced. Our study primarily focuses to assessing the 
prevalence and type of  medication discrepancies found 
through medication reconciliation and also the type of  
medications in which most frequent errors will be found.

METHODS
Study Design and Ethics Committee approval

A prospective, observational study was performed 
on medication reconciliation in inpatient (Admitted) 
department of  the Hospital was conducted. The study 
was completed in the period of  3 months at a multi-
specialty hospital in Surat in India. The Study was 
approved by Institutional Ethics Committee (IHEC 
approval No. SDPC/IHEC/03/2021) and Data 
collection permission was granted from Hospital advisory 
board for all participating students.

Study Criteria
Inclusion criteria

Inclusion criteria that was considered in the study was 
patient who have been admitted in the hospital, patient 
of  age greater than 18 years, patient of  any sex was 
included in the study and patient who is already having 
any comorbid condition and was using any drug prior to 
the admission. Minimum 24 hr of  stay duration in hospital 
after admission was considered in order to complete the 
best possible medication history activity. 

Exclusion Criteria

Patients of  vulnerable population, unconscious, who are 

Figure 1: Process of Medication Reconciliation.
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not willing to participate, whose documents were missing, 
transferred to another hospital during ongoing treatment 
or those who were not able to provide history within  
24 hr were excluded from the study.

Sample Size

A complete 120 patients take part in SDA Diamond 
Hospital, Surat, Gujarat, India were taken in the part 
of  study.

The Sample size was calculated, guided by a Biostatistician 
professor from our institute, using the formula mention 
below;

× −
=

2

z

z p(1 p)
n

e

where,  Sample size, z = confidence level, p = population 
proportion, e = margin of  error

Data Collection
Data was collected in the data collection form 
from the patient’s file and caretaker/relatives.

Data was collected in the data collection form. Primary 
outcomes of  study were discrepancies related to drug, 
dose, route, frequency or mode of  administration and 
secondary outcome was patient related i.e., decrease in 
medication discrepancies.

A data collection form was prepared which contained 
patient’s demographic details, history of  medication, 
medication chart at different transition points and also 
include discrepancies reconciliation. Prior to collecting 
data Consent form were signed from the patient. Data 
of  each participant was collected from patient’s medical 
records, clinical database and subsequently collecting 
patient’s medication history from the patient or caregiver 
interview, patient case file, medication boxes, blister packs, 
nursing notes, hospital discharge summary etc.

The BPMH for each patient includes all information 
regarding pre-admission medication along with the 
dose and frequency for each drug, vitamins, herbal 
medication or non-prescription drugs or any drug or 
food allergies. BPMH process was done into two phases, 
primarily history was taken from patient’s clinical records 
including hospital, primary care and outpatient records 
and information on previous hospital stays and specialist 
report. Next step, a Clinical Interview of  the patient 
and/or caregiver was conducted for gathering data on 
non-prescription medication. Self-prepared medication 
lists and medication bags also reviewed if  available. After 

collecting data, medications were thoroughly reviewed for 
any unintentional medication discrepancies. 

We checked for intended or unintended medication 
discrepancies. An intended medication discrepancy 
includes start new medication or any changes in dosage 
justified by new clinical status of  the patients and 
unintended medication discrepancies involve wrong 
drug, wrong dose, wrong duration, wrong frequency, 
therapeutic duplication, interaction, etc. We compared 
preadmission medication with discharged medication 
for chronic condition. Ultimately, if  discrepancies were 
found, they were mentioned into data collection form 
and reviewed.

Statistical Analysis

A illustrative analysis was done on variables. The mean, 
median and standard deviation were used for quantitative 
analysis. Results of  qualitative variables were described 
in the form of  graphs, frequencies and percentages. 
Chi Square was also used to find the correlation. All the 
statistical analysis was done in MS Excel (2008).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
120 In-patients were included in this study, out of  
which 67(55.83%) were male and 53(44.17%) were 
female out of  which there were 10(8.33%) patients of  
age range between 20-40 years, 51(42.50%) patients of  
age range between 41-60 years, 43(35.83%) patients 
of  age range between 41-60 years and 16(13.33%) 
patients of  age range between 81-100 years. We found 
discrepancies in 45 cases out of  120 cases.

Identified Discrepancies at Different Transition 
Point

Discrepancies found at different transition points were 
as follows At Admission time 34(57.36%) Discrepancies 
identified, At Transfer time 4(6.78%) Discrepancies 
identified, At Discharge time 21(35.59%) Discrepancies 
identified.

Different Types of  Observed Discrepancies -A 
total of  59 Discrepancies, included 10(16.95%) Dose 
Discrepancies, 47(79.66%) Drug Discrepancies, 2(3.39%) 
Frequency Discrepancies, 0(0.00%) Route Discrepancies 
were founded from MGW and SGW.

As shown in Figure 2 highest discrepancies were found 
at admission and during discharge. Most commonly 
found discrepancies at admission were of  drug omission 
followed by drug interaction, preadmission drugs not 
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continued and others. During discharge discrepancies that 
were observed the most was dose not written followed 
by drug omission and others.

Association of  Drugs in Causes of  Discrepancies: 
The Result showed that in our prospective study, the 
most common drug groups displaying unintended 
discrepancies were antihypertensive agents (23.73%), 
followed by anti-diabetic (22.03%), antibiotics (6.78%), 
anticoagulants (6.78%), anti-anginal (5.03%) and 
bronchodilators (3.39%).

Using Chi-Square Calculation Assessment of  Co-relation 
was done between Age and Discrepancies (X2(6, n=120)  
=2.553, p=0.862), Gender and Discrepancies  
(X2(2, n=120) =1.486, p=0.476), Ward and Discrepancies 
(X2(2, n=120) =1.213, p=0.545) and thus found that the 
result is independent of  the Age, Gender and Ward.

DISCUSSION
Medication Reconciliation is considered as a useful 
process to lower medication discrepancies at different 
transition points during hospitalization.16 The standard 
process to perform medication reconciliation is yet to be 
established. However, many studies have shown the pros 
of  medication reconciliation along with how effective 
the clinical pharmacist can contribute and suggesting 
the more demand of  such services.14 Before considering 
that medication reconciliation is a standard process, 
we need to understand the strategy required to find 
medication discrepancies. Therefore, our study focuses 
in finding medication discrepancies through medication 
reconciliation.

Our study examined medication discrepancies at different 
transition points i.e., at admission, at transfer and at 
discharge. Although our concepts, methodology and 
design were different from other studies, but our result 
were consistent with them. The prevalence of  medication 
discrepancies found on admission were higher than as 
compared to transfer and discharge. The involvement of  
pharmacist at every hospital setting may not be possible 
due to certain reasons, therefore our study only focuses 
on the prevalence and various medication discrepancies.

A systematic review also stated that the risks of  
medication errors declined by 75% in the patients 
who have received medication reconciliation.17 The 
medication reconciliation relies mainly on the history 
taking or Clinical interview of  the patient on admission 
as many articles shows the greater risks of  medication 
discrepancies/errors on admission which were solved by 
clinical pharmacist.14

Our study found the total 57 discrepancies in a sample 
size of  120 patients with 67 male and 53 female. We 
analyzed that ˃25% of  the medication discrepancies 
occurred on admission, followed by 5% at transfer and 
17.5% on discharge. Most common discrepancies found 
were of  Drug omission (31.58%) which was similar to the 
previous studies which also shows the higher rate(61%) 
of  drug omission during hospitalization on admission.10 

We also have compared the patients who administer 
medications by themselves and those who were provided 
by caregivers.

Table 1: Discrepancies at Admission, Transfer and 
Discharge.

Type of discrepancies At 
admission

At 
transfer

At 
discharge

Drug Omission 20.34% 0% 10.17%

Therapeutic duplication 0% 0% 5.08%

Drug interaction 15.25% 3.39% 1.69%

Drug without indication 0% 0% 3.39%

Dose not written 3.39% 3.39% 11.86%

Indication not treated 5.08% 0% 1.69%

Wrong drug 0% 0% 1.69%

Preadmission drugs not 
continued 13.56% 0% 0%

Figure 2: Comparison of Discrepancies at Admission, Transfer 
and Discharge.

Figure 3: Drugs Involvement in Discrepancies.
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We included a total of  120 patients, out of  which we 
found discrepancies in 45 patients. All the baseline 
characteristics as mentioned in Table 1 were noted while 
collecting data. The discrepancies found during the 
studies were Drug Omission, Therapeutic Duplication, 
Pre-admission medication not mentioned, Dose not 
mentioned, untreated indication and others. Highest 
discrepancies found during our study were of  drug 
omission especially on admission which were also 
observed in previous study.18-20 These drug omissions 
were specifically patient related for e.g. A hypertensive 
patient discontinued the anti-hypertensive medication 
because he felt that his B.P. had come to normal. The 
drug omission type of  discrepancies can be found 
effectively by pharmacist if  proper history is taken on 
admission. Taking patient history on admission can help 
in decreasing the rate of  harmful errors. A total of  72% 
discrepancies found were due to error in taking pre-
admission medication history.10

Our study found that admission medication discrepancies 
(57.3%) were higher than as compared to transfer (6.76%) 
and discharge (35.59%). Differentiation of  discrepancies 
on the basis of  drug, dose, route and frequency was 
also done. The highest discrepancies found were of  
Drug discrepancies (79.66%), dose discrepancies 
(16.95%) and frequency discrepancies (3.39%). No 
serious discrepancies were found, however resolving 
the discrepancies will help in preventing future risks of  
serious or any fatal errors. Most of  the discrepancies are 
of  Drug Omissions (30.71%) which were generally all 
patient related which can be resolved by proper patient 
counseling on discharge.

We also correlated the discrepancies with age, gender and 
different wards, but no dependence was found. Thus, 
discrepancies found were independent of  age, gender 
and wards included in this study. Drugs involved in 
discrepancies were also identified, which indicated that 
the highest rate of  drugs involved was anti-hypertensive 
drug followed by anti-diabetic. The results were similar 
to other study which also found that the most common 
drug involved were cardiovascular drugs.1

Based on the results of  this study it can be justified that 
intervention can be made for the discrepancies found to 
reduce the risk of  the serious or harmful errors in the 
future. However, more studies need to do to standardize 
the reconciliation process in order to be beneficial to the 
patients in the hospital.

CONCLUSION
A total of  120 patients who were hospitalized were 
included in the study, where medication reconciliation 
was done, had identified 45(37.50%) patients medication 
discrepancies and 75(62.50%) patients were not having 
any discrepancies. Discrepancies were found at different 
transition points, but discrepancies found during discharge 
were mostly not continuing preadmission medication, 
however patients were informed orally about continuing 
past medication. Medication reconciliation process is very 
helpful in finding out potential discrepancies.

However, this study needs further research and updates in 
order to standardize this process. It will be more helpful 
if  done in collaboration with other healthcare workers. 
Implementing technology is also the useful option as for 
the detection and prevention purpose there is a process 
of  computer-based reconciliation where discrepancies 
can be minimized and chances of  prevention can be 
increased, according to many studies of  electronic 
reconciliation, it shows greater knowledge of  medication 
which leads to minimize the discrepancies.

To overcome medication/treatment related issues, 
medication reconciliation requires more focus in 
hospitals, in addition there is requirement for clinical 
pharmacy departments for the medication safety. 
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